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New Year Run, Sunday 5th January 2020

We had two starting points for this tulip route, Swaffham market place, where Paul and Christina
handed out the route sheets, and Easton layby where Mike was welcoming participants. 

A great turn out of 23 people with eight triumphs taking part. This including quite a few new faces
which was great to see. 

The fifty mile run ending up at Peter Beales Roses for brunch. 
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Fish and Chip Run to Dunwich, Sunday 15th March 2020

A postcode route was devised for this run starting at the Gull Inn, south of Norwich. First stop was
the Urban Jungle garden centre for a mid morning coffee break.

The route went through Lowestoft (which included a flooded road) a further stop off at Southwold
harbour for those that hadn’t spent too long at the garden centre and on to Dunwich for a fish and
chip meal.

Seven Triumphs started off from the Gull Inn including three TRs from the TR Register. We were
then joined by two further Triumphs from TSSC Cambridge at Dunwich. Not a bad turn out for the
last gathering of Triumphs before Coronavirus put the country into lockdown.
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Drive it Day - on your drive,
Sunday 26th April 2020

It took a while to decide wether to do this
one or not. But the TSSC were
encouraging it so a post on the local
facebook page saying we were doing it
cemented the idea and gave us no going
back. 

The TSSC Norfolk post pushing it made it
the busiest run the Norfolk area had for a
few years with 16 cars participating. We
had quite a few passersby that seemed to
appreciate something else to look at on
their allocated one walk a day.

Now just waiting for the Coronavirus lock
down to end.
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Norfolk Run to the Seaside, Sunday 12th July 2020

Meeting up at the Easton lay-by for 10am. With a route map in our grubby mitts we set off. We had a
TR7 and Vitesse neither of which had a co-pilot following us. We soon caught up with another
convoy of three Vitesse. Again with only the lead car with co-pilot who unfortunately took a wrong
turn. The other two got it right and at the first “clue stop” dropped in behind us. So we now had a
TR7 and three Vitesses behind us. Pressure was on the map reader!

At some of the “clue stops” there wasn’t room for our convoy to stop so we trundled past with eyes
peeled.

Final stop was Gorleston seafront for a spot of lunch and a natter. Great first outing after lockdown.
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Scatter Treasure Hunt, Sunday 9th August 2020

For this run Paul and Christina tried something a bit different to lessen the numbers at any one
location due to Covid.

The run started at 2pm from a choice of any of seven locations completing the rest in any order.
There was three points to be had for getting each question correct. But the real points were in
photographing other classics. Three points for catching one at a location. Five points if you got
more than one at a location and five points if the navigator managed to snap one while on the move.

Eleven classics turned up including three TR7s, three Spitties, a Herald, T2K along with a MG and a
couple of big Yanks.

Judging by the photos that was sent in a lot of fun was had. Paul and Christina were at the
refreshment stop offering tea and cake.
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Christmas The Car’s the Star Quiz, Sunday 25th April 2021

With lock down in full swing, we weren't able to do a face to face get together. So an online 'Zoom"
quiz was organised. This was opened up to all TSSC and T2KR members.

Members from all over the UK came along to the Norfolk areas Christmas ‘The Car’s the Star’ quiz
and, judging by the kind responses, it seems to have been enjoyed by those that attended (either
that or you're all very polite).  

Results of the night were: Naming the Film and TV Show section - Chris and Jane Smart (TSSC
Northants). Naming the Car section - Andrew Newman (Oxfordshire, Triumph 2000 Register). And
winner of the Combined sections - Chris Gunby (Lincolnshire, TSSC Chairman) with 156 points (out
of a possible 200). 

My thanks to all the Norfolk members that came along and let the visitors take the prizes, very
hospitable of you and very much appreciated. 

The Triumph section of the quiz is available online here

https://www.paulstriumphherald.co.uk/triumph-quiz-time/ 
https://www.paulstriumphherald.co.uk/triumph-quiz-time/

